
Feminism and the fight for freedom: a view from the trenches by High
Commissioner Thenjiwe Mtintso

Let me start by thanking and congratulating Gender Links, Southern Africa Gender Protocol
Alliance, Women’s Voice and Leadership and all  their  partners for organizing this  important
dialogue  on  the  complex  and  complicated  question  of  Feminism  in  general  and  African
Feminism in particular during not only the Women’s month but during the 60th Anniversary of
the Pan African Women’s Organization (PAWO). 

Many tend to ignore or are unaware that on 31st July 1962, 60 years ago, African women
gathered in Tanzania and formed the Pan Africanist Women Organization PAWO, which I would
dare call  one of the first  African feminist  Organizations,  They focused on the need for the
African women to unite in struggle against  colonialism and gender inequality.  Important  to
emphasize is that this was before the so called forefathers woke up, nine months later,  on May
1963 to form the Organization of African Union OAU, the forerunner of today’s AU. 

These African women were the trailblazers who, fighting in all fronts and against all odds placed
the continent at the cusp of freedom, unity and development. This explodes the myth that
history is made by “great men” only. I suppose in the discussions today we will have to ask as
we learn from their experiences whether they were feminists or not and if they were what kind
or strand of  feminists  were they, whether they spent  ages debating their  identity.  We will
perhaps learn that while the naming, labeling or defining our identities is indeed critical, for
these African women focusing on mobilizing, organ singing, uniting and fighting against both
colonialism, its vestiges and women’s subordination and multiple oppressions was extremely
important.

It is Important to always remember that the different colonizers brought on their trail multiple
patriarchies  that  intersected  with,  embedded  themselves  in  and  appropriated  the  multiple
indigenous and cultural  patriarchies  of  our  Continent  to form a patchwork of  complex  and
intertwined patriarchies too complicated to define and too complicated to untangle. And then
some  of  our  feminists,  at  home  and  abroad  find  themselves  undermining,  undervaluing,
diminishing the multifaceted struggles of these women and men because they do not snugly fit
into the academically accepted definitions.

Feminism especially  African  feminism is  a  vexed  question:  who  or  what  is  feminist,  which
feminism, why is it so important to even define yourself as one, what are its characteristics,
what difference does it  make if you define yourself as one or not, what impact does it make. Is
Feminism  an  ideology,  a  theory,  a  tool  for  action,  what  do  feminists  do  for  the  many
Mamkhize’s  suffering under  poverty,  unemployment,  marginalization,  gender based violence
and Feticide, suppression under the yoke of masculinized culture?

Fortunately, the organizers only asked me to share my stories from the trenches, so to speak
talk about Trenches feminism, now that there are so many of these feminisms, so I do not have
to even try to theories about Feminism, African or otherwise but do what I enjoy doing tell
stories as the old lady I am. I chatted with some of my fellow trench feminists and was amazed
at  our  diverse views on this.  I  concluded we needed a Feminist  Codesa and TRC just  on
feminism.
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In my younger days, I stayed with my auntie a village called Mpozolo. My uncle who used to
work in the mines returned home one December and soon passed away. One night almost a
month after his death, our homestead was burned to the ground. We as children learnt that this
was because our aunt had loyad/bewitched our uncle and of course we were very upset with
her for this witchcraft of hers that saw us banished from the village. 

It turned out that her crime was that she refused to be “ngenwadi” (to be married off by your
in laws to a relative of your husband on his death without your consent) by my uncle. She knew
that she was no property to be passed from one man to the other in the Plaatjie family that she
could if she wanted to choose who to love or even marry. However, both women and men
united in this conspiracy to have her “ngenwadi”. 

Was she a feminist? Were the other women who participated in this “ngena” conspiracy not
feminist or were they cowed down by so called culture of “ukungenwa”? It must be borne in
mind that it was actually in the precolonial stages allowed that the widow must be “ngenwadi”
by relatives. This was related to the so-called protection of the woman and her children, the
family supposedly taking responsibility for this widow and the children now that she belonged to
the husband’s family. African feminists would have to come out on this “culture” of so called
protection on the one hand and patriarchal tendency on the other of owning the woman.

In the “trenches” we had to fight not only against apartheid but we had to fight in the gender
front as patriarchy was alive and kicking. This is particularly so in the early seventies when the
tendency was to assume that women’s liberation would be a byproduct of freedom, hence the
focus on the national and class questions. Vicious struggles sometimes open sometimes subtle
had to be fought by women and progressive men to ensure that the gender question and
elaboration of the triple fold struggles of women… as a class, women and as a racial group, was
not only understood but integrated within the so called main struggle… Fortunately leaders such
as OR Tambo and others better  understood that  there can be no liberation of  any nation
without the liberation of women and that women did not have to see themselves as junior
partners in the struggle for liberation. O R Tambo was one of the best male African Feminists of
that time much ahead of his peers. 
 
However, none of us at that time used feminism in our terminology or even definitions for many
reasons including that some of the very feminists especially in the Western countries saw us as
terrorists,  while  others  saw  Africa  as  the  research  centers  for  their
theoretical/ideological/academic studies on the poor African Women. A lot of patronizing by the
very western feminists was the order of the day. It must also be borne in mind that there was
also  the  cold  war  producing  the  Western  Feminist  movement  and  the  Eastern  Feminine
Movement. However, some progressive feminists from all kinds of feminism supported us and
were in those trenches with us. The naming/ labelling/ for us was not the main driving force for
our engagements and activities but the struggle for freedom including emancipating of women
was the pillar and what drove us. Even amongst ourselves in those very trenches we held
different views on this vexed question but had no time to spend on this as there was a country
to be liberated and many reasons to avoid what could be seen by some as divisive.

What some feminists of today especially young ones do not realize is that both women and
progressive men were fighting a revolution within a revolution as the Vietnamese women called
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it. What we needed and actually relied on was what my colleague recently described as a tool
box against patriarchy from which we had to choose a tool to fight a specific battle or skirmish
at any time you were confronted with patriarchy...

Mseveni story: Tambo is not serious to send a woman regional commander, a thin one at that
to lead the armed struggle. Took me months to convince him in many ways including in the
shooting range with him to convince him that I was not just a woman but a freedom fighter. So
one had literally to prove herself to be accepted or to be seen as worth being viewed as an
intellectual being rather than just a sexual body. Sometimes you had to dress for the part. Is
that African feminism having to prove yourself or even consider how you dress so as to be
taken seriously? 

Sometimes we had to negotiate with, humor, directly fight with or engage in vicious battles
against patriarchy or sometimes even  flirt with patriarchy-Story of short pants and midriff/
bare back to expose my sexuality so that the police would not search me in Lesotho when I
was transporting weapons. Or be beneficiaries of patriarchy/ flirt with the men who worked in
the kitchen to be able to get extra food or to get amagwinya in the camps … Also there could
not  be  this  universal  feminism because  our  circumstances  and  lived  experience  were  very
different. We were never in a permanent state of war with patriarchy at all times. Whether we
can today be seen as apologists of or non-feminists is for those who study these matters to
conclude. 

During Negotiations and at CODESA we found ourselves marginalized by both sides, we had to
organize  across  the  different  groupings  of  women and  feminists  and  formed  the  National
Women’s National Coalition both for inclusion in the negotiations and later for a progressive
gender  sensitive  Constitution.  Of  course we never  called  ourselves  as  feminists,  African or
otherwise but mostly women or gender activists. What was critical for us was to find common
ground and unite. The Women’s Charter that was being reviewed in parliament recently is a
product of this wide and diverse coalition of women supported by progressive men. Were we
not feminists  or can we today be called the old feminists  that had to step aside? Once in
parliament once again we had to find common ground despite our different political ideologies
and we united across the board through the Committee for the quality of life and status of
women led by Pregs Govender. Not an easy feat but we did it. Is that not feminism?

But the diverse perceptions about each other and from men persisted as wells as practical vs. 
strategic gender needs. 

ANC leader story:  workers finally calling me , not a leader but umfazi obhityileyo/ a woman, a
thin one at that just as Mseveni did years before . It seemed to irk them that I was not only
just a woman but I was a thin one. So my sexual being and form not my intellect. I had to
ensure that I performed even better than I would generally had done, raise the standard and at
some point one man said, hayi noko yindoda intonayo akanamesende/ she is a man but has no
testicles. It is at this stage that I had to lower myself to his level by giving a lecture of the
location and role of testicles and the location and role of the brain ending with a question as to
whether if we checked each man’s testicles and their size we could find that the bigger they
were the bigger the brain. Was my response feminist or not?
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Parliament and sitting times - fight for toilets, some men ask as to choose if we want to be
women or politicians. Years later I was to remember this when some  racist sexist comments
were made by the Western Media when Dry Okonjo- Iweala was appointed to Head the WTO,
one headline read “This grandmother will be the new chief of the WTO”. None of us here have
ever  heard  of  the  ‘grandfather’  term  being  used  to  any  person  being  appointed.  Her
qualifications, experience, capabilities were reduced to “grandmother”.

 
Beijing - difficulties of finding each other with our western feminists 
Years  later  convinced that  andiwazi  lo  mcimbi/that  I  am ignorant  of   feminism I  was still
shocked by a brilliant student in Wits who when I was talking about the two fronts women had
to fight from in exile told me that I and those women were actually not feminists and had sold
out both on women and feminism. Yambi into/terrible thing of being told after all those years
that we actually had sold out the struggle of women. 

In preparation for this discussion, I was I requested my young colleague to share ideas on or
latest writings about feminism and she brought me an article on Old feminists vs. young bitches
stating that “young feminists do not need old feminists to empower them, but they empower
each other and old feminists need to trust that and all old feminists need to do is to make sure
that resources are available for young girls”. And another one was from Laura Hudson who
wrote in an article “new feminist war: young women vs. old women”

That while she has a great respect for the contributions that many women made to the feminist
movement in difficult times, it is also time for them to listen learn and step aside…she adds that
“this is also because age tends to correlate with not being on board with progress”.
 
I had not even realized that there was a war not against injustice, denial of human rights,
patriarchy, homophobia, sexism, gender oppression, racism, feminization of poverty and these
many struggles that women, the trans people and the LGBTIQ+ community are engaged in but
that actually there  was a war between  old and young women. Patriarchy must be having so
much fun watching us enabling or promoting it.

I have recently been working in Spain and I have witnessed yet another war I was completely
unaware of. The feminists were fighting viciously against the transgender women, who they
said  could  not  be  feminists.  Women  of  the  same  socialist  party  were  actually  holding
demonstrations against  their  Trans comrades. Unzima umcimbi  wefeminism(the struggle for
feminism is hard). 

My niece Thandiwe was recently taking me through some current feminisms, like TERF which
she  says  is  an  acronym for  Trans-Exclusionary  Radical  Feminism,  which  like  their  Spanish
counterparts reject the assertion that Trans women are women, support the exclusion of Tran’s
women from women spaces and struggles. On the other hand, the Trans Inclusive Feminists
(TIFs) assert that these exclusive ideas are anti-feminist and are transphobic.  

With all these exclusivists feminism one wonders if  we are, anytime soon going to win the
struggle for gender equality. Africa is still regrettably stuck on binary identities and one wonders
how long it is going to take us to free ourselves from any forms of oppressions if we are going
to be stuck on these exclusive definitions. Perhaps in Africa we need our African Feminism that
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is going to transcend all these divides, make a difference to Mamkhize who is still trying to get
a kitchen. 

MamRuth Story: when we celebrated freedom and went to Mqanduli to tell women that they
can now get out of the kitchen, they belong to public spaces: one elderly woman told us that
they were very happy for us to get out of the kitchen but could we please give them our
kitchens to get  into as they desperately needed kitchens). When rural,  poor women today
struggle for what we, the elite African feminist identify, as the practical gender needs, e.g.
access to kitchens, health. Are they African feminists or not? When Thandiwe who is  trying to
break the gender glass ceiling to be an entrepreneur or a highly recognized professional or
fighting for what we call strategic gender needs that include access to decision-making , or
authority or even power are they the ones who are African feminists. 

We need an African feminism  that is going to combine theory with practice based on our lived
experiences,  an  African  feminist  that  is  going  to  respect  me,  old  as  I  am and  value  my
experiences and what I can still contribute instead of trying to find a dustbin into which I must
be thrown. An African  feminism that is going to respect and live the saying that inyathi ibuzwa
kwabaphambili but know that times and conditions  change and the elderly should also give
space  to,  support  and  learn  from the  young  instead  of  having  “their  feminism”  and  “our
feminism”.  An  African  feminism  that  is  going  to  remove  the  them and  us  divide,  and   a
feminism  that  is  going  to  recognize  all  the  intersectionality’s  and  embeddedness  of  many
identities,  knowing that while patriarchy  may take different forms and operate from or at
different fronts but it is united in its outcomes, we need an African  feminism of activism,
volunteerism, support, solidarity and finding each other and common grounds.

We  need  to  unite  beyond  definitions  or  labels  but  around  common  values  and  strategic
objectives….that is the feminism meaningful to and for us, not alienating but uniting but also
not just theory but to inform our practice/struggles…so not theory vs. practice but theory and
practice.

We need a feminism of Ubuntu, a feminism that as Charlotte Maxeke said  “…kill that spirit of
self and if you can rise bring someone with you, ..rise because you can bring others”.
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